2004 Kia Rio Manual Transmission Problems
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Hi i got kia rio hatch back 2015 1.4L Automatic 1 month ago in my first 1000 km and till now there is a problem when i switch to manual the problem gone


The LX comes with a standard six-speed manual transmission or an optional six-speed 

This frame prevents back/forward cache problems in Safari. How do you change spark plugs in 2004 Kia Rio? ok, if you have this problem im going to guess your plugs are bad too. they will get oil on them. you take off the valve

What is the recommended fluid for a Kia Rio manual transmission?

FOR SALE IS MY KIA RIO CINCO. 4 CLY 153,000 MILES. 5 SPEED MANUAL TRANSMISSION. CALIFORNIA CLEAN TITLE. CURRENT REGISTRACION. Hi all, Background first: I have a 2004 Kia Rio 1.3l automatic with about 50000 Some specifics: going up hills it the transmission won't kick down without me. 2004 Kia Rio, 108k miles on it. It has a clean title. See photos, they are clear and close up for the problems. The front, drivers seat is transmission: manual

Learn more about this problem, when it occurs and how to fix it. Kia Rio Noise or Vibration When AC Compressor is On. (27 reports)

2004 Kia Rio62,512. Noisy fan I just bought a 2002 kia rio not too long ago. it's a manual. i was driving and all of a sudden. Software Update Available to Correct Transmission Issues.

I've read a lot of transmission problems in Kia cars. Told me my car is not under the stated warranty recall of Kia Rio 2006 to 2008 because they assemble it.

Search Kia, Used Cars, Pickup Trucks in Marysville to find the best deals from a Kia Closed 2009 Kia Spectra EX 4 cyl engine 5-speed manual transmission New Kia Rio Cinco Wagon 1.6 liter engine Automatic transmission Millage:100K 2004 Kia Amanti Millage:107K fully loaded power windows power door locks. Front wheel drive is called transaxle differential and transmission together. If a problem with the differential then the shop rebuilds the whole transmission. Your Kia Rio Cinco is a front wheel drive vehicle, so it has a transaxle. Do you have a 4 speed automatic or a 5 speed manual transmission?

I have a 2004 Kia Rio. The 2014 Kia Rio holds its own in a tough class of smart, efficient and you'll find either the six-speed manual or six-speed automatic to be an equally good.


Full guide on dealing with transmission problems, handling transmission Manual Transmission vs Automatic Transmission 2004 KIA Rio, $100,
$300. Let’s be honest here. Kia does have a problem here the belts do not. Anyone help in telling me how to check the oil level in the gearbox on a 2004 Rio LX. So I bought this car (2004 Kia Rio Base manual) drove it for a long time. A great price on a super clean low mileage 2012 Kia Rio EX 4-door sedan. A great price on a clean well maintained 2004 Honda CR-V 4-door 4x4 SUV and an automatic transmission. Fuel efficient 1.6L 4-cylinder engine and the 5-speed manual transmission.
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